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Abstract
With the increasing growth of Internet users and the Web
contents, it has led to much attention on scalability and
availability of file system. Hence the ways to improve the
reliability and availability of system, to achieve the expected
reduction in operational expenses and to reduce the
operations of management of system have become essential
issues. In FSG system, it improved the reliability of file
system through replication to handle the effects of failures.
An efficient consistency control protocol is previously
proposed to ensure the consistency among replicas. In this
paper, we leveraged the concept of intermediate file handle
to cover the heterogeneity of file system and designed a
mechanism, named Multi-component LOOKUP to solve the
inefficiency problem of full pathname LOOKUP, to reduce
the number of RPC requests going across the network and to
allow a client to resolve a full path name in one operation.
Above all, simplicity is our main design consideration.
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1. Introduction
A basic technique for improving reliability of file
system is to mask the effects of failures by replication.
Many distributed File Systems, such as intermezzo[1],
Coda[2], Deceit[3], RNFS[4], Pangaea[5] and
FSG[6,8,9,16] implemented reliable file system
services through software replication approach Within
them, the FSG, RNFS and Deceit are NFS-based
systems. JetFile[7], Coda and FSG are the instances of
multicast-based file systems. Due that NFS client
accesses a file using a file handle obtained from the
server as a result of a LOOKUP operation. Thus, how
to lookup the pathname efficiently becomes an
essential issue for improving the efficiency.
Many reports such as NFSv4[13] and
WebNFS[14, 15] have been proposed to solve the
inefficiency problem of full pathname LOOKUP. It is
named multi-component LOOKUP, MCL. With such
a mechanism, file servers allow a client to resolve a

full path name in one operation to reduce the number
of RPC calls going in the network. Normally the NFS
(v2 and v3) LOOKUP request takes a directory
fHandle along with a directory name, and returns the
fHandle of each subdirectory name. If a client needs to
evaluate a pathname that contains a sequence of
components, then beginning with the directory
fHandle of the first component it must issue a series of
LOOKUP requests one component at a time. For
instance, on evaluation of the path "a/b/c", the system
will generate separate LOOKUP requests for each
component of the pathname "a", "b", and "c". The
server is expected to evaluate the entire pathname and
return a fHandle for the final component “c”.

2. Overview of File Server Group
The implementation of the file server group, FSG
[6,8,9,16] is based on NFS and interacts by underlying
IP multicasting. In designing system, the collection of
replicated servers is treated as a group. Each group is
assigned a group IP address. The IP address will be
used by the underlying multicast protocol to deliver
messages to all servers in this group. With multicast
communication [10,11,12] it is possible to implement
distributed systems without any explicit need to know
the precise location of data. Instead, peers find each
other by communicating over agreed upon
communication channels. To find a particular data
item, it is sufficient to make a request for the data on
the agreed upon multicast channel and any node that
holds a replica of the data item may respond to the
request. This property makes multicast communication
an excellent choice for building a system that
replicates data.
As shown in Fig. 1, it illustrates the system model
of FSG. A user on the client machines uses the
"mount" command to connect to the sever group as the
general UNIX mount command. The only difference
between a UNIX mount and the proposed “mount”
command is that the "host:pathname" parameter is
replaced by "multicast IP address:pathname". The
nodes in this model are not limited to be homogeneous
processors.
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Fig. 1: System Model.
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//The structure of I_fHandle
struct I_fHandle {
unsigned long Client_IP_addr; // Client IP address
unsigned int Mount_number; // the order of
different mount
unsigned long Seq_number;// different files in the
mount directory.
unsigned int Inc_number; //different components in
MCL
char dummy[20]; // Dummy
}
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Clearly, it is machine-dependent, so the concept of
intermediate file handles, I_fHandle, is proposed
previously in [6,8,9] to mask the heterogeneity of file
systems. The I_fHandle consists of 4 items, client's IP
address, a mount number, a sequence number and an
incremental number. The Client_IP_addr is used to
distinguish different clients. The Seq_number and the
Mount_number respectively represent different files in
the mount directory and the different mount. The
Inc_number is to support the multi-component
LOOKUP operation [13,14,15].
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Fig. 2: The scenario of a mount procedure in FSG.

In Fig. 2, it illustrates the executions of a mount
procedure in FSG. Within the executions, the concept
of the I_fHandle will be discussed in the incoming
section. The scenario is explained below:
1. The client generates an I_fHandle for mount point.
2. The client sends the mount request, carried
I_fHandle to server group.
3. Each server in that same group creates a fHandle
for the mount point.
4. The mountd process in server sends I_fHandle and
fHandle to nfsd process.
5. The mountd process replies "ok" to client.
6. This I_fHandle is handed over to NFS client.
7. The client issue RPC calls to server/server group.
On server side, the server transforms the I_fHandle
into the real fHandle before executing the request.

2.1. Intermediate File Handle
NFS file handles, fHandle, are normally created
by the server and used to identify uniquely a particular
file or directory on the server. The client does not
normally create file handles or have any knowledge of
the contents of a fHandle. The traditional content of a
file handle is composed of device number, the inode
number, and a generation number for the inode.

For the consistency of I_fHandle in server group
and the generation of the unique I_fHandle in each
server, each client must acquire a token from the
sequencer before issuing a LOOKUP request to the
server group.

2.2. The Mapping Table
In order to provide the mapping between the fHandle
and the I_fHandle, each server in the FSG has to
maintain its own mapping table. To the client, the
replicated servers are grouped as a server machine
with highly reliable disk storage. When a client would
like to access these files in the server group, it uses the
I_fHandle instead of fHandle to identify the object that
the operations are applied to and multicast its request
to the server group. While a server receives this
request, the I_fHandle is retrieved from the message
and is translated into the actual fHandle available to
itself through a mapping table.
Each server in the same FSG maintains a mapping
table to map I_fHandle into corresponding fHandle.
While a client tries to mount a remote directory, it has
to issue firstly a mount command to the server group.
As receiving the mount request from a client, the
server creates an Entry Table for the client as shown at
the most left hand side of Fig. 3. Within the Entry
Table, the LOOKUP column is used to keep the latest
token for LOOKUP requests. To ensure that the
unique and consistent I_fHandle be generated in each
server, the LOOKUP operations must be performed
sequentially.

As to the mapping table for each client in the
middle of Fig. 3, it contains two items, I_fhandle and
fhandle. In general, a file server uses the fhandle to
locate the corresponding information in the target table.
A file server used the Out_Token field within the
target table to keep the latest updated tokens of each
files and the name field to represent the file/directory
name. The Done_Token field is deployed to record the
maximum token of completed requests for the
implementation of consistency control scheme. The
related details were discussed in the paper [9].
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the GETTOKEN procedure is stop-and-wait method,
the sequencer can distinct from these duplicated
LOOKUP requests by this field.

2.4. Multi-component LOOKUP
Operation
Firstly, let’s consider the proposed Reliable File
Server Group (FSG) Session without Multi-component
LOOKUP, MCL, support. An example of a client
reading the /web/index.html file in the exported
directory /pub is shown below. It needs 8 RPC calls
for resolving the /web/index.html pathname besides
the mount command is necessary.

Out_TokenDone_Token

mount /pub /mnt
return I_fHandle for mount point

GETTOKEN for LOOKUP
Reply a token

A Target Table for real file handle

fh3

A Mapping Table for each Client

LOOKUP for web
Return I_fHandle for web
Client

GETTOKEN for LOOKUP

(READ /mnt/web/index.html)

Reply a token

Fig. 3: The structure of a Mapping Table.
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(export /pub)

Return I_fHandle for index.html

2.3. The Ordering Control Scheme
In the FSG system, the client multicasts update
requests to these servers in the server group. Since
multiple clients might issue requests to the same file at
the same time, the "dual-counter" synchronization
mechanism [6] is proposed to manage concurrent
updates before. And, the variants were proposed in
[8,9,16] to improve the efficiency of FSG.
Within each server group, a server is designated as a
"sequencer". The sequencer is responsible for
assigning a unique token, Out_Token, for each update
requests. The Out_Token consists of 2 Tokens, one for
the turn and the other for the dependency. A token
consists of the generation number, major sequence
number and minor sequence number. The generation
number is used to distinguish from different
generation of sequencer. The major sequence number
is subject to different GETTOKEN request and the
minor sequence number represents the number of
tokens that works along with the major sequence
number for a GETTOKEN request. Studies [8,9,16]
have shown the related discussions. For space
limitation, the details do not be repeated here.
While a client receives an update request including
LOOKUP request, it first multicasts the GETTOKEN
request to get a token from the sequencer. In order to
make the GETTOKEN request idempotent, we added
a redundancy field to prevent the duplicated
GETTOKEN request. This redundancy field keeps the
last token, which the client required recently. Because

READ (I_fHandle)

Fig. 4: An example of a FSG Session without Multicomponent LOOKUP.

mount /pub /mnt
return I_fHandle for mount point

GETTOKEN for LOOKUP
Reply a token.
Client
(READ /mnt/web/index.html)

LOOKUP for web/index.html
LOOKUP web,
LOOKUP index.html

Return I_fHandle for web/index.html
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(export /pub)
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Fig. 5: An example of a FSG Session with Multi-component
LOOKUP support.

As to the construction of the I_fHandles for the
MCL operation, the Seq_number item of the
I_fHandle is assigned with the token number and the
Inc_number item of the I_fHandle, initialized with 0,
increases for each component LOOKUP. As shown in
Fig. 5, the “web” and “index.html” objects own the
same Seq_number but different Inc_number, 0 and 1
separately. With such a MCL mechanism, the number
of RPC calls to resolve the pathname is reduced to 4.

3. Conclusions and Future Works
Previously, the concept of intermediate file handle is
proposed to cover the heterogeneity of replicated file
system. In this paper, we follow the concept of
intermediate file handle to improve the efficiency of
FSG with the feature of multi-component LOOKUP,
MCL. With MCL mechanism, file servers allow a
client to resolve a full path name in one operation. It is
able to reduce the number of RPC calls and to achieve
efficient pathname LOOKUP in the FSG.
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